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[57] ABSTRACT
A synthetic aperture radar correlation system including
a moving diffuser located at the image plane of a radar
processor. The output of the moving diffuser is supplied
to a lens whose impulse response is at least as wide as
that of the overall processing system. A significant
reduction in clutter results.
6 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures
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reimages the diffuser output image and outputs to the
CLUTTER FREE SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR film processing apparatus represented by the squarer 17.
CORRELATOR- • The following discussion illustrates in more detail the
operation of the radar system of FIG. 1.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 5
 In F1G. 1, the terrain reflectivity is p(x,y) and gener-
The subject invention relates to a synthetic aperture ally consists of a real term a(x,y) and a pure phase func-
radar correlator that allows high resolution processing lion exp [i<|>(x,y)] arising from the surface roughness of
of synthetic aperture radar data using the image capabil- the terrain. The reflectivity p(x,y) is convolved by the
ities of the full azimuth and doppler bandwidth without radar impulse response i|/(x,y) to give the results field in
the clutter noise degradation. 10 the radar image plane. This result is operated on by the
Clutter or speckle has been long known to limit the diffuser phase transmittance exp [i0(x,y)] and then con-
working resolution of images obtained with coherent volved by the impulse response of the output lens z(x,y)
radiation. Images obtained.by synthetic aperture radar
 and the output js amplitude squared by the recording
systems suffer from the same drawback and it has,
 process of ,he fi,m Each independent position of the
therefore, been of considerable interest to explore van- l:"
 diffuser corresponds to an independent 0^,y), and the
ous techniques for the reduction of the radar speckle in
 correspOnding images in the output plane are added
these images. The conventional technique of achieving
 Her tQ j(Je {he ^^ ,£ a ;
incoherent averaging of the radar speckle, which m-
 TQ sh(jw (hjs a mcn, does not ,e*d *o a
volves adding images obtained from different sections , . . . . . ° .. . . ,
of the radar bandwidth, has the disadvantage of a Urn- 20 blurnng of the radar image consider p(x,y) to be the
.ted number of possible looks due to the loss of resolu- delt" fu"ctlon. K*-*'*^ ™en hfle °«"P«' /ima*eJ?r
tion associated with the narrower, doppler bandwidth fach. 0*^< '.* f xlW^ exp [iflXx,y)]*z(x,y). The
used for each independent look. ' location and width of this function is independent of the
value of 0fa,y). To show that independent values of
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
 25 <M*.y) result in independent speckle patterns, one notes
It is therefore an object of the invention to improve first that the electric field for one particular value of
synthetic aperture radar systems. 0^\,y) in the output plane is
It is another object of the invention to substantially
increase the number of looks possible in a synthetic eAx.y)=\{p(x.yy\ii(x.yYi exp [ie^x,y)]*z(x.y)] (1)
aperture radar system without loss of resolution. 30 and the corresponding image intensity is u,<x,y) = eXx-
These and other objects and advantages are accom- ,y)e,*(x,y). If z(x,y) is wider than >J»(x,y) and e(x,y) and
plished according to the invention by using a diffuser in <Kx'y) have white noise Gaussian statistics then e,{x,y)
motion at the image plane of the radar processor and may be assumed to have Gaussian statistics. We can,
reimaging this diffuser with a lens whose impulse re- therefore, write the cross correlation of the intensities
sponse is at least as wide as the impulse response of the 35 uXx.y) and um(x,y), recorded for the two independent
radar system. While each independent position of the descriptions of the diffuser, 0K*,y) and 0m(x,y) respec-
diffuser corresponds to an independent look in the lively, as,
speckle averaging process, the final resolution of the
radar system is determined by the impulse response of <u^x.y)um'(x.y)> = <uj.x.y)> <um'(x.y)> + \ <-
this output lens. With this arrangement, the number of 40 cAx.y)em*(x,y)> \ (2)
looks can be made very large with a limited loss of
resolution where the brackets < > denote the expectation value.
By definition, therefore, the two intensities may be
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS considered uncorrelated if <e4(x,y)em*(x)y)> is negli-
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the use of a 45 gible. By substituting (1) for e^x.y) and em(x,y) and
moving diffuser to reduce speckle according to the rearranging terms, we obtain the result
preferred embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 2 illustrates an optical system simulating that of <l\X'y)em',(^>^<f(^P''py}^^(M'
,-,.-* , ,,<exp [i(e4x.y)-em(x.y))]>*R^O,0)] (3)
rlLr. 1.
50DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE where Ru,(0,0) is the auto correlation of «|/(x,y) for the
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT value (0,0) and Rz(0,0) the corresponding auto correla-
FIG. 1 illustrates a radar system including a conven- 'io,n of z(x.y) and the symbol * is the convolution sym-
tional radar processor 11, a moving diffuser 13 at the bo'" If ^x,y) and 0m(x,y) are independent, then <exp
image plane of the radar processor, an output lens 15, 55 ('^^,y)-em(x,y))}> is zero and the expression (3) is
and a squarer 17 which represents the recording process approximately zero. Thus, the speckle patterns from the
of the film. The construction and operation of a moving two '"dependent positions of the diffuser will be uncor-
diffuser 13, as an individual element, is well-known to related and a superposition of the intensities from mde-
those skilled in the art. By using such a diffuser 13 ac- pendent positions of the diffuser will result in an effec-
cording to the inventive embodiment of FIG. 1, a sur- 60 tive smoothing of the speckle noise,
prising improvement in the radar image occurs. An optical illustration of the concept of the invention
The radar processor 11 provides a radar image field is shown in FIG. 2. In this system, a rough target 19 is
plane. The moving diffuser 13 is located at the image illuminated by a laser system 21 and imaged by two
field plane of the processor 11. As the diffuser 13 lenses 23, 25. The lens system comprising lenses 23, 25
moves, it provides an output image to the lens 15, which 65 images the rough object 19 into the moving diffuser 27
has an impulse response at least as wide as the impulse at plane II. The image provided by the diffuser. 27 is
response of the overall radar system including proces- then reimaged by another lens 29. Such a system can be
sor 11, diffuser 13, lens 15 and squarer 17. The lens 15 used to optically simulate the preferred embodiment.
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In conclusion, by pla.cing a diffuser in the image plane l A radar processing system supplied with terrain
. , , . . . . . . . . reflectivity and radar impulse response indications com-
of the radar processor, and reimaging this with a lens rising-
whose impulse response is not narrower than the im-
 a radar processor means for providing a radar image
pulse response of the radar system, an effective speckle 5 field plane;
averaging takes place if indepdent images obtained for a moving diffuser located at the image field plane of
said radar processor and providing an output im-
mdependent positions of the diffuser are added to-
 age. and
gether, with resulting improvement in feature discrimi- a lens means having an impulse response at least as
nation capability. The foregoing technique can be im- 10 wide as the '^pu\se response of the radar system,
, . , • , , , . . , , ,. . , , for reimaging said output image,
plemented ,n both the optical and the digital or analog
 2 The ^^ *f daim /father including means for
electronic processors. squaring the output of said lens means.
As may be appreciated, the just described preferred 3. The system of claim 1 wherein said lens means has
embodiment is subject to many adaptations and modifi- 15 an imPulse response wider than the impulse response of
the radar system.
cat.ons without departing from the scope and spirit of
 4 The system of claim j wherein said radar processor
the invention. means is an optical processor.
It is therefore to be understood that, within the scope 5- The system of claim 1 wherein said radar processor
of the appended claims, the invention may be practiced 20 means is an electronic digital processor. _K
 6. The system of claim 1 wherein said radar processor
other than as specifically described herein.
 means is an electronic analog processor.
What i s claimed i s : * . * * • *
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